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Case Study - Yardley Park - UFH, Gerpex & Sanitary

Site Summary
The project, located in Tonbridge, Kent, is a complete
refurbishment of an existing property with a new rear and side
extension and expansion into the loft space to create a third floor.

The complete Yardley Park project, an attractive 5 bedroom property
with new extensions to the side and rear and a loft conversion.

The Application
•

16, 20, 26 and 32mm Gerpex multi-layer composite pipe used
for supplying radiators and hot and cold water services around
the property, together with Gerpex Press Fittings

•

Emmeti Multiplex sanitary manifolds

•

Emmeti FMU2 manifold, controls, 16 x 2mm AL-PERT pipe
and tacker clips used for underfloor heating

•

Emmeti ¾” Modulo compact zone valves to provide 4
separate heating zones across the property

The Players
The project was managed and carried out by Listed Building
Creations.

The Solution
The project used a condensing gas boiler to provide heat and hot
water to the property with a mixed heating solution consisting of
wall hung radiators together with an underfloor heating system for
the kitchen extension, utility room and sun lounge.

32mm Gerpex MLCP flow and return heating pipework teeing off into
16mm for connection to radiator tails showing the ultimate flexibility
when navigating reinforced steel joists. The Gerpex pipe is extremely
flexible making the routing of the pipe very easy and minimising the
number of joints required for the project.
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Plant room showing Emmeti’s new FMU2 Floor Mixing Unit
(pre-assembled manifold and control group), together with 3 loops of
16 x 2mm AL-PERT pipe (supplying the underfloor heating system).
An Emmeti EWC1 wiring centre provides central electrical control to
all system components including room thermostats, electrothermic
heads and the heat source which enables individual zone control. An
Emmeti 3/4” Modulo Compact motorised ball valves are also included
to segregate zones of the system.

The underfloor heating system used an Emmeti FMU2 Floor
Mixing Unit (pre-assembled manifold and control group), together
with 3 loops of 16 x 2mm AL-PERT pipe (approximately 400m)
and Emmeti 24V electronic dial room thermostats for each
underfloor heating zone. To enable individual zone control, the
project also used an Emmeti EWC-1 24V wiring centre. The EWC
range is designed to provide central electrical control to all system
components including room thermostats, electrothermic heads,
manifold pump and heat source. The compact wiring centres,
able to control up to 12 zones include individual channel terminals
which allow the room thermostat to signal to the electrothermic
head to open and also to active the heat source, when there is a
demand for heat.

Flow and return pipework feeding off to radiators from below the floor.

For further details such as product codes and prices please refer to our Emmeti product price list or
visit our website www.emmeti.co.uk, or alternatively please call us on 01993 824900
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The radiators were installed using a standard ring circuit
configuration. However, rather than using traditional soldered
copper pipe the project made use of Emmeti’s new Gerpex
Multi-Layer Composite Pipe and Gerpex Press Fittings. Due to
the nature of the existing property there was a requirement to
minimise removal of the floorboards to maintain the original
character of the building, therefore Gerpex MLCP appealed
strongly to both the customer and developer due to its flexibility
and ease of installation around the property keeping structural
disruption to an absolute minimum.

Transitional elbow fitting from 16mm Gerpex MLCP to 15mm copper
pipe for a radiator tail. There are a wide range of Gerpex Press Fittings
available to suit the application.

The project also used Emmeti Multiplex sanitary manifolds,
providing the homeowner with individual isolation of sanitary
outlets (sinks, baths, washing machines, etc) if required. The
customer is able to isolate parts of the system whilst the rest
remains operational, reducing disruption when the need arises for
alteration and maintenance. Again these were used in conjunction
with the WRAS approved Gerpex Multi-Layer Composite Pipe for
ease of installation and to minimise the number of joints required.

After Installation - Hot and cold Multiplex manifolds feeding off to each
bathroom with a (3rd) hot water return manifold for continuous hot
water recirculation.

The Benefits
The project made use of Emmeti’s new Gerpex Multi-Layer
Composite Pipe to supply both the radiators and the hot and cold
water services in the property (16mm, 20mm, 26mm and 32mm
sizes were used). The composite construction allows the pipe to
bend easily which makes installation simple while the aluminium
core ensures that the pipe will remain in the desired position once
formed making routing of the pipe extremely easy. The linear
expansion of the pipe when heated is close to that of copper
pipe and considerably less than other plastic pipes, meaning that
expansion allowances are minimal.
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Gerpex MLCP is the optimum solution for modern building
projects, offering all of the advantages of both plastic and metal
pipes combined with excellent value for money and peace of
mind. Gerpex can be used in a wide range of applications including
both sanitary systems and heating (as is the case for Yardley Park
Road), chilled water and compressed air. The pipe is available in
a range of sizes from 16-63mm making it ideal for both domestic
and commercial applications. Gerpex MLCP is made of composite
material through a technologically advanced process in which an
inner layer of cross linked PE-Xb (polyethylene) pipe is bonded
to a butt-welded aluminium core with outer layer of PE-Xb (up
to 32mm) or PE-HD (from 40 up to 63mm). The inner aluminium
layer provides rigidity, form retention, and a solid oxygen barrier
to prolong the life of heating system components such as heat
exchangers, pumps and radiators.

During Installation - Hot and cold Multiplex manifolds feeding off to
each bathroom with a (3rd) hot water return manifold for continuous
hot water recirculation.

Gerpex Press Fittings have been developed to be used with
Multi-Layer Composite Pipe as a clean, simple and more efficient
alternative to traditional jointing methods such as soldered copper
and threaded stainless fittings. With a definite press of each
fitting the system will also give more confidence to the installer,
developer and end user than plastic push fittings. The brass bodied
fittings with double O-ring technology and combined sight hole,
dialectric ring and jaw alignment collar help to ensure that the pipe
is fully inserted and pressed correctly, every time.

For further details such as product codes and prices please refer to our Emmeti product price list or
visit our website www.emmeti.co.uk, or alternatively please call us on 01993 824900
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The Benefits (continued)

Gerpex Press Fittings connecting 20mm pipe. As can be seen the pipe can be easily routed alongside the electrical services.

Emmeti sanitary manifolds were also utilised in order to provide
zonal isolation of bathroom and kitchen outlets. The manifold
system allows the point to point plumbing principle to be used
which has given the installer and home owner greater confidence
in the system due to its vast reduction in joints between the
manifold and the outlet. By using a secondary hot water return
Listed Building Creations were able to ensure a responsive hot
water circulation circuit which will reduce cold slugs of water being
drawn and wasted while waiting for hot water to be available at
the outlet.

Underfloor heating has become increasingly more popular in the
UK because of its ability to provide an efficient and uniform heat.
The radiant heat provided at floor level creates a large heated
surface that dissipates heat evenly into the living space which
gives underfloor heating an efficiency advantage over conventional
heating for two main reasons; The heat emitted is used more
effectively, resulting in less wasted heat, and secondly, the heat
required to enable this is generally delivered between 35-55oC
compared with 65-75oC for radiators. These energy savings
combined with silent running and increased flexibility for room
layouts gives a solution that will add real value to a property such
as Yardley Park Road.
For the project the customer took the underfloor heating approach
a step further by using multiple Emmeti 24V electronic dial room
thermostats and an Emmeti EWC-1 24V wiring centre to allow
independent temperature control by making each individual
room its own zone. This allows the home owner to tailor the
temperature in different areas of the property to suit their living
habits whilst also reduce energy usage.The use of a thermostat
per room/zone makes it much easier to create ideal comfort levels
and prevents the unnecessary heating of unoccupied rooms
improving the energy efficiency of the building.

According to Jon Griffen at Listed Building Creations,
“We wanted to use Gerpex MLCP for this project to allow for
easy pipe routing around the building. There was a requirement to
minimise disturbing the existing floorboards as much as possible
and Gerpex provided us with the ideal solution. Using Gerpex
allowed us to reduce labour time by perhaps as much as 60% on
the project compared to metal pipes, with the 32mm in particular
being much easier to work with than 28mm copper”.

Two intermediate joints connected with high quality Gerpex Press
Fittings for peace of mind
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Ground Floor Plan

GF manifold location for UFH and sanitary outlets in
plant room with HW Cylinder and Gas fired boiler
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First Floor Plan

1st floor sanitary
manifold location
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Second Floor Plan
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Respect the environment!
For a correct disposal, the different materials must be divided and collected according to the regulations in force.
Emmeti copyright
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